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Business, labor and government leaders from throughout the area are expected to attend
the Long Island Contractors’ Association’s (LICA) 2013 Annual Dinner & Meeting
this Thursday, June 13, 2013 from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Westbury Manor.
At this year’s Annual Meeting and Dinner, LICA is pleased to bestow special recognition
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Builders Institute (LIBI) with LICA’s Partnership Award.
Given his role in forecasting severe weather and his quest to make our region prepared for these kinds of storms, WABC
Eyewitness News Meteorologist Bill Evans will be the evening’s master of ceremonies.
To attend and celebrate with an industry that keeps Long Island’s economy moving forward, please click here for more
information.
Registration fee for LICA members is included in your 2013 annual dues. There is a $40 registration fee for non-LICA members.
Please send your response form to LICA’s Manager of Communications Michelle Giametta via fax at 631-231-4291 or by
email at MGiametta@licanys.org.

LICA Leadership
Award Recipient:

LICA Partnership
Award Recipient:

Master of
Ceremonies:

Long Beach City Manager
Jack Schnirman

Long Island Builders
Institute (LIBI)

ABC Meteorologist
Bill Evans

LICA Board Positions on the Agenda
Mandated business to be conducted at LICA’s Annual Dinner & Meeting will include ratification of the election of board members
for new terms of office. Patrick Ahern, Paul Farino, James Haney, III and John Lizza are completing their three-year terms as
members of the Board of Directors. They have all indicated their willingness to serve an additional three-year term.
According to the LICA bylaws, any general contractor, subcontractor or supplier member in good standing who agrees to
accept the responsibility of a directorship may seek a position on the board. Therefore, if anyone, in addition to these four
current board members, wishes to be considered for a board position, the bylaws call for such interest to be submitted in
writing to the nominating committee before the next board of directors meeting.
Peter Scalamandre, as chairman of the nominating committee, will recommend two candidates for the positions immediately
preceding the annual meeting. Following board action, the results will be presented before the membership at the annual
meeting for ratification.
If you have any questions, please contact LICA Executive Director Marc Herbst at mherbst@licanys.org.
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Skelos Welcomes Industry
Comments on Scaffold Law
While the legislative session winds down in Albany, LICA and its sister association, the
General Contractors Association (GCA), continue to demonstrate their longstanding unity
by advocating for legislation that enhances practices within the heavy construction industry.
Of particular interest this year, construction leaders are pushing for reforms in long-overdue
changes regarding the state’s scaffold laws. Last Friday, LICA and GCA representatives met
personally with Senate Majority Leader Dean Skelos in his local Rockville Centre office to
discuss this issue.
LICA Executive Director Marc Herbst joined GCA Managing Director Denise Richardson and External Affairs Manager
Felice Farber in conveying the exorbitant financial impact insurance coverage is costing the state for public works projects.
Senator Skelos referenced the marquee Tappan Zee Bridge reconstruction project as an example that clearly exemplifies the
issue. Robert Wessels, President of John P. Picone, Inc., which is located in Lawrence, also participated in the meeting,
providing specific examples of cost ramifications for a firm that is based in Senator Skelos’ legislative district.
According to an editorial written for Crain’s New York Business, the statute, Labor Law 240/241, holds property owners and
employers accountable for all damages when a worker is injured in a gravity-related accident. The law will add about $200 million
to the cost of the new Tappan Zee Bridge. Money that the Metropolitan Transportation Authority could otherwise use to pay
for two more subway station rehabs annually. Municipalities around the state are also suffering with private project costs inflated.
Smaller contractors, especially women and minority-owned businesses, are getting shut out of jobs because they can’t afford
the insurance. Funding that could be paying construction workers to improve local infrastructure is instead being redirected to
attorney fees.
In addition to the GCA and LICA, other business organizations are fighting for the necessary scaffold legislative changes. These
groups include the Long Island Association (LIA), the Long Island Builders Institute (LIBI), and the Associated General
Contractors (AGC) of New York State.

Pat Foye, Executive Director of the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey meets with LICA
member William Haugland, Jr. of Grace Industries
during Foye’s recent appearance before a Hofstra
University real estate lunch where Foye observed that
the Port is not just about moving people and goods
but improving the quality of life for nearly 20 million
people in its tri-state district. To achieve that goal the
Port Authority employs a number of “tools,” among
them leveraging private dollars to strengthen the Port’s
infrastructure. Haugland observed, “Foye provided us
with a strategic appreciation of not just the emerging
role of the Port Authority but its commitment to using
public private partnerships to get much needed
infrastructure funded and built.”
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LICA Members Ranked Among
ENR’s Top 400 Contractors
A number of LICA’s membership have been ranked among Engineering News Record’s (ENR) Top 400 Contractors in the
nation. According to ENR, as a group, the top 400 generated $309.45 billion in contracting revenue in 2012, an increase of
9.7% from 2011’s $282.14 billion. The figure is still some 8.5% below the record $338.38 billion in 2008 contracting revenue
reported in our 2009 Top 400.
ENR’s annual rankings are based on company revenues from the previous year. ENR is a well respected weekly publication that
provides news, analysis, data and opinion for the construction industry worldwide.

LICA Members Make the List
LICA would like to congratulate our members and wish them continued success in 2013.
Skanska USA held their rank at number 7, bringing in a total revenue of $5,778.7 million for 2012; EW Howell Co., LLC took
in $239.1 million last year which solidified their spot on the list at number 250; Posillico advanced 39 positions from 2012,
ranking 283 and marking their fifth consecutive year being ranked by ENR magazine as one of the Top 400 Contractors in the
United States; and Silverite Construction ranked 307 with a total 2012 revenue of $180.5 million.
Click here to view the complete ENR article and list.

DiNapoli Issues Report on
Public-Private Partnerships
Recommends oversight and protections to avoid costly errors
New York State Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli is seeking strong oversight
provisions if New York broadens the authority of the state to enter into public-private
partnership (P3) projects or goes forward with private financing of public projects.
DiNapoli’s recommendations follow the release of a report examining the benefits and
problems that have touched P3 projects elsewhere in the country.
“New York’s aging infrastructure needs to be rebuilt and repaired but the state’s ability to
pay for this important work is limited,” DiNapoli said in a statement. “If New York allows
private companies to finance public infrastructure projects they should protect taxpayers
and include safeguards to avert costly mistakes down the road. This may seem like an easy-money solution to a complex and
growing problem, but poorly structured agreements have significantly cost taxpayers in other states.”

(Continued on next page)
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If government is broke who rebuilds our infrastructure?
Although P3 agreements can cover almost any type of public service or activity, the most common projects have involved
roads, bridges, buildings and water facilities. In some instances, private entities are allowed to set tolls, fares and other
charges. While financing costs tend to be higher for the private sector, the agreements can be attractive because they may
lead to more competition, better market pricing and more financing options. In an era when tight government budgets have
seen investments in our infrastructure wither, the P3 alternative remains an attractive means of putting people to work while
rebuilding our roads and bridges.
In January 2011, DiNapoli issued his first report on the role that public-private partnerships might play in meeting New York’s
infrastructure needs.
In December 2011, the Governor and Legislature agreed to the Infrastructure Investment Act, which authorized five state
agencies and public authorities to use design-build procurement for a limited number of projects, including the replacement of
the Tappan Zee Bridge. Under the design-build model, design and construction services are awarded to the same contractor
and not procured separately.
DiNapoli urged policymakers to develop a clear understanding of the potential benefits and costs of P3 projects before taking
further action.

Getting the language right for P3s
He noted that a number of states have permitted P3 projects but no state has granted unilateral authority to any state entity to
pursue P3 agreements. He cautioned that the private debt and other payments associated with P3s could be costly, and that
long term agreements could impact the public for decades. In other states, poorly drafted agreements have been expensive
and difficult to correct, and inadequate analysis can lead to undervaluing public assets.
To protect taxpayers, DiNapoli recommends that any P3 expansion include provisions to:
• Create a specialized entity to oversee P3 agreements with statutory provisions that establish detailed procedures for the
consideration of P3s to ensure full transparency and accountability;
• Develop staff expertise to evaluate and manage P3 agreements to ensure taxpayer interests are protected;
• Require independent evaluations of relevant cost-benefit analyses to provide an impartial assessment of true costs;
• Require complete financing plans subject to independent review and approval before contracts for the project are finalized;
• Require a competitive bidding process to establish a level playing field among prospective vendors and to ensure the State
receives the best possible value;
• Require an independent review and approval of P3 contracts by the Comptroller to ensure that contracts are awarded
through a fair and open competitive process;
• Prohibit financing agreements with unfunded future obligations, unless the source of revenue for such payments is clearly
identified;
• Require responsible use of any financial benefit to the state, focused on reducing costs to taxpayers; and
• Ensure full transparency and accountability for P3 projects, including monitoring and reporting requirements, as well as local
government and public involvement through hearings and other outreach efforts.
For a copy of the report, click here.
For a copy of the Comptroller’s January 2011 report, click here.
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DOT Approves Laser Industries for “RCA” Mix
Laser Industries, Inc. of Ridge has announced that the New York State Department
of Transportation (NYSDOT) has approved their firm for the manufacturing of Recycled
Concrete Aggregate (RCA) mix.
This material is produced from approximately 90% broken concrete and is part of a
recycling incentive put forth by the State to encourage recycling in lieu of dumping at a landfill. RCA mix is monitored and
tested by the NYSDOT and must meet a certain criteria. With fewer firms producing the material in the Long Island region and
a growing number of municipal contracts including the product in project specifications, Laser Industries’ entry into this material
market should ease the supply and demand constraints in the industry.
Laser Industries has approximately 3,800 cubic yards stockpiled that has been NYSDOT approved and ready for sale and is
continuously producing the material to maintain inventory.
Laser Industries is stockpiling the material at its Bethpage site, located at the corner of Bethpage Sweet Hollow Road and
Winding Road. The site, fully monitored, is not open to the public and will sell material to select customers by appointment
only. Delivery of this material to job sites can be arranged with union trucks if needed.
For more information, please contact Anthony or Michael Gulino at 631-924-0644.

LICA Offers its LIPA Observations as the
Governor Charts the Region’s Energy Future
Whether it’s a public agency or a private utility that handles the region’s energy needs, LICA reminded
those attending a public hearing on the issue that the Shoreham debt remains as radioactive to the
Long Island economy as any runaway reactor.
In unveiling a new plan for how to manage our electrical grid, Governor Andrew Cuomo is hoping
the legislation would transform the Long Island’s utility operations to provide new and improved service, including stabilizing
rates, privatizing utility operations, improving customer service and emergency response, reducing the cost of Long Island
Power Authority (LIPA) debt, and creating real oversight for the Long Island utility company.
“The aftermath of Superstorm Sandy made it undeniably clear that the LIPA status quo was unacceptable and that we needed
to create a new Long Island utility system,” Governor Cuomo said in last month’s press release. “This proposal will transform
the utility service on Long Island by ending LIPA as we know it and creating a new structure that is designed to put ratepayers
first by prioritizing better customer service, reducing the cost of debt, and placing the new utility under strong oversight. We are
also pleased that the new utility company is seeking to freeze rates for three years because Long Islanders have paid too much
for too little for too long.”
But in a statement delivered by LICA, the business group reminded that there remains a huge financial burden on every
ratepayer caused by the Shoreham debt. “It destroys job growth. It mutates home ownership. It leaches the lifeblood out of
(Continued on next page)
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local companies and it infects every investment decision on Long Island. But the Shoreham debt is just part of the LIPA burden.
“There remain aging, obsolete and silent power plants that every Long Islander continues to pay for, further distorting our
energy costs. And there are property taxes on these mothballed plants that every Long Islander is also paying for. And, of
course, the ratepayer has a right to a certiorari proceeding for the purpose of receiving a rebate on taxes paid on those overassessed properties.”

LICA Members Ready to Handle Construction Needs
“With the Governor’s committed support, Long Island’s heavy construction industry stands ready to assist a streamlined LIPA to
create a hardened and improved electric infrastructure that protects its customers against future storms and other challenges
to the region’s energy future.” said LICA’s Executive Director Marc Herbst.
To read LICA’s full statement from last week’s public meeting, click here.

Nassau DA Kathleen Rice Announced as
Honoree at LICA’s 2013 PAC Reception
It is critical for our industry to support the elected officials who have consistently advocated on
behalf of Long Island’s infrastructure. Among those elected officials is Nassau County District
Attorney Kathleen Rice who is being honored at LICA’s upcoming Infrastructure Advocacy
Reception.
In addition, LICA is asking its members to support infrastructure allies who, like Nassau County
District Attorney Rice, insist on protecting the taxpayers’ biggest investment, our roads and
bridges, when LICA’s reception is held on Wednesday, June 26th from 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. at
Peppercorns Restaurant in Hicksville.
Elected in 2005, Rice made history as the first woman ever to be elected District Attorney on Long
Island. Since taking office, she has defined what it means to be a modern prosecutor, proving that
law enforcement officials can be both tough and smart on crime.
Rice continues to be an ally of the heavy construction trades, pledging to challenge those who ignore union work rules on
construction jobs throughout Nassau County. Her innovative, tough and smart-on-crime initiatives have garnered the two-term
District Attorney critical acclaim and national attention.
Demonstrating the importance of this elected official, LICA’s political action committee will be matching individual contributions
to ensure that Nassau County DA Rice has the resources to have her message heard. The suggested contribution is $250 or
$500 per guest. Please make checks payable to Friends of Kathleen Rice.
If you are interested in attending, please click here for LICA’s invitation. Please send your response form to LICA Comptroller
& Office Administrator Sheryl Buro at sburo@licanys.org or by fax at 631-231-4291.
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Want More Work?

Patience, Persistence and `Who You Know’ Remain the Keys to Getting in Front of GCs
Article submitted by: Bari Faye Siegel of Construction Information Systems
The economy is on the upswing and there are more construction jobs – both public and private –
out to bid in the NJ-NY area than anytime in the past two years. More jobs mean more work for
subcontractors because GCs are always on the lookout for subs who are experienced, efficient,
cost effective and well-vetted.
So, how does a sub-contractor, who may be the very best estimator on the block, get in front of GCs in an effort to win new
business and become a go-to resource? The answer is simple, but it’s not an easy process. It takes patience and persistence.
Jim Barnoski, owner of Sandler Training in Somerset, is an expert on teaching people how to sell themselves – and their
companies – better. “You may be the best at what you do but you have little to no experience selling yourself. You need to get
in front of GCs, but have no clue how to get in the door. You aren’t alone,” said Barnoski. “It’s a question of behavior – yours.
To get in front of someone who normally wouldn’t give you the time of day, you must be respectfully persistent.”
Some people steer away from the idea of persistence because they think it means being tireless and irritating. Barnoski said
that kind of thinking can mean the difference between a sub who gets the meeting with the GC and one who doesn’t.
“Stalking someone is irritating, even frightening. Being respectfully persistent means touching base and letting them know you
are here when they need you. Periodically remind them that you are a resource they can count on. Essentially you are saying,
`You may never need me. But, just in case, you should know who I am so you can be active instead of reactive when the need
arises.”
Whatever you do, Barnoski said, don’t give up! Did you know that the average sales person gives up on a prospect after four
attempts in three months? On the other hand, 50 percent of the buying opportunities generally occur after eight attempts in
over a year of contact.
Of course, if you are going to put your best foot forward in a sales situation, you better have what it takes to get the job
done. For Sean Finn, President of Rockmore Contracting Corp. of Ronkonkoma N.Y., being VENDEX approved is a key
component to getting your bid to the top of his pile.
New York City is legally required to use the Vendor Information Exchange System (VENDEX), a computerized data system, to
help it make decisions regarding vendor responsibility. According to Finn, the system essentially “vets” subs, making it easier for
GCs to trust subs’ ethics and capabilities.
“If you are a sub that has gone through the VENDEX process, we know you are on the up and up,” Finn said. “We know you
don’t owe city or state tax and that you are not a criminal. The process is one of overall due diligence that makes it so much
easier to choose subs.” In addition to being vetted, make sure you are rated and approved to do work in the state you want to
work in.

(Continued on next page)
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People Talk. Period.
Face it, if you are a sub with a bad rep in your market, others – including hiring GCs -- will hear stories.
Barnoski advised subs to use their good reputations proactively. “If you know people have great things to say about you and
your company, use your network to be referred in to a GC. Talk to the people you know and find out who knows the guy you
want to meet. Use your own network to get your credibility validated by someone they know.”
Glenn Sweeney, senior procurement manager and small business liaison officer for The Conti Group, Edison, N.J.,
said that having a good reputation in the field is one of the quickest ways for a sub to get his attention. “When we get close to
choosing an unfamiliar vendor, we will interview them, check out their quality and do background checks,” Sweeney explained.
“We make sure to do our due diligence before hiring. Experience tells me that the process will run smoother, be on time and on
budget, when we are working with the right subs.”

Be Clear. Be Concise. Be Complete.
George Danielson, chief estimator at Towaco-based Brockwell & Carrington Contractors, said the best way to get in
front of him is to give him all the information he needs in a clear, concise fashion. As a GC, he said, he has to be perfect with
his paperwork. Subs looking to work with him must be comprehensive and complete with their bids.
Danielson said he tends to use the same subs because he knows how they operate. “But, often, we are looking for new
people. Sometimes it’s to save costs, get better quality or maybe I’m just looking to replace the guy I’ve been using. Act like
you are someone I want to work with.”

Conclusion
“It takes time to develop trust. If you stop connecting after four to six months, you have lost your opportunity,” Barnoski said. “If
you are trying to be on a GC’s list, understand up front that you might be kept waiting in the wings for up to two years. But, if
you hang in and don’t give up, you can earn their trust and get the meeting.”
Indeed, patience is the key to getting that foot in the door with a GC. At some point, the current sub is going to make a
mistake. If you are top of mind though patience and persistence and a consistent message, when they are looking, you’ll be
there waiting in the wings.

Click here to watch our video on the impact of Hurricane Sandy and contracting
efforts to repair and restore damaged parts of Long Island.
(Bid Results on next page)
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Bid Results

**Numbers in red represent the winning bid

**Highlighted and bold companies represent LICA Members

Bid Date
5/28/13

Project Name
Resurfacing Various County Roads - Phase XXV

Owner
County of Nassau Office of Public Works

Contractor
Posillico Civil Inc.
Intercounty Paving Associates, LLC

5/29/13

Install Storm Water Treatment Devices @ Brookside Preserve

Inc. Village Of Freeport-Purchasing

G & M Earth Moving Inc
Araz Industries
Galvin Brothers, Inc.
Scalamandre Organization
Bancker Construction Corp

$

450,592
636,636
649,050
657,000
948,000

5/30/13

Tennis Court Asphalt Play Surface Rehab @ Herman Griem Park

Town Of Babylon-Purchasing Dept.

Pioneer Landscaping & Asphalt Paving Inc.

$

99,000

5/30/13

Modernization of Guide Rail

Town of Islip

Royal Guard/Village Dock JV
United Fence & Guard Rail
Residential Fence Corp

$

88,490
124,200
198,500

5/30/13

Water Service Modification @ Brookhaven Landfill

Town of Brookhaven, Purchasing Division

Bove Industries
Bensin Contracting Inc.
Bancker Construction Corp
Elmore Associates Inc
G & M Earth Moving Inc

$

88,000
94,600
98,000
98,854
115,500

5/31/13

Reconstruct Browns Creek Bridge & Stormwater Remediation Improv

County of Suffolk, Dept. of Public Works

Chesterfield Associates
Gibson & Cushman Dredging Co.
Pratt Brothers Inc.
Bove Industries

$

3,044,416
3,111,136
3,445,445
3,672,305

6/5/13

Shoreham High School Entry Plaza Reconstruction

Shoreham-Wading River Central School District

Bagiana Construction
H & A Landscape of Long Island
Laser Industries Inc.
KJB Industries/Eagle Asphalt Maint
Fasco Asphalt Paving
Tri State Paving LLC
Saracino Construction
Corazzini Asphalt

$

137,300
172,235
226,400
236,222
237,500
258,190
278,700
306,051

6/6/13

Safety & Pavement Standby

New York State Department Of Transportation

El Sol Contracting/El Sol Ltd.
Bove Industries
Intercounty Paving Associates, LLC
United Fence & Guard Rail
Grace Industries LLC

$

4,129,075
4,168,480
4,206,260
4,299,300
4,499,688

6/6/13

Boardwalk Reconstruction

Village Of Saltaire

Chesterfield Associates
LoDuca Associates Inc.
Quintal Contracting Corp.
Stout Construction
WEB Construction Corp.
Rockmore Contracting Corporation

$

2,176,750
2,394,433
2,494,687
2,694,750
4,134,000
4,868,000

6/6/13

Storm Water Drain & Road Improv - Phase I

Town of Hempstead

Tri State Paving LLC
Laser Industries Inc.
J Anthony Enterprises
Richard W. Grim Inc.
Roadwork Ahead, Inc.
Araz Industries
G & M Earth Moving Inc
Allen Industries Inc.
Valente Contracting
Pratt Brothers Inc.

$

790,804
889,510
899,663
910,656
912,400
913,600
937,275
937,790
943,390
949,494

6/6/13

Storm Water Drain & Road Improv - Phase II

Town of Hempstead

Roadwork Ahead, Inc.
Laser Industries Inc.
Richard W. Grim Inc.
Tri State Paving LLC
Valente Contracting
J Anthony Enterprises
Pioneer Landscaping & Asphalt Paving Inc.
Araz Industries

$

543,025
557,544
562,956
567,463
567,566
583,135
592,000
624,887

$

Bid Amount
5,754,547
7,546,000

